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Abstract 
Financial robot, under the hype of consulting companies such as 
Pricewaterhousecoopers, Deloitte, KPMG and Ernst & Young, as well as ERP 
manufacturers such as SAP/Oracle/ Yonyou/Kingdee, has become a super hot 
topic.Overnight, it seems that finance has gone off the rails without talking about 
financial robots.This paper tries to explain the use of financial robots from the 
perspective of the principle of robot process automation, so as to help the majority of 
financial practitioners find their own advantages and future financial management 
direction, and finally find their own career development path. 
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1. Onethe Concept and Application Principle of Financial Robot 

Financial robot is a kind of Robotic Process Automation (RPA).RPA uses robots as virtual labor 
forces that can only interact with existing user systems and complete expected tasks according 
to preset procedures.From the current technical practice, the existing RPA is only suitable for 
high repeatability, logical determination and relatively low stability requirements of the 
process.Popular point said, is with the help of some can automatically execute a script (these 
scripts may be some tools to generate, these tools can also has a very user friendly graphical 
interface) needed to complete a series of original artificial to complete the work, if anyone have 
a script to generate, edit and execution ability tools here can be called a robot.To sum up, it is 
to record the interface operations (clicking the mouse, typing the keyboard, etc.) handled by a 
certain business operation, and generate the corresponding program code, and then through 
the circular call mode, complete a large number of similar business operations. 

2. Advantages of Using Financial Robots in Accounting Work 

(1) The use of financial robots can save labor costs: robots can help financial staff complete a 
lot of repetitive work, so that financial staff can play a higher value; 
(2) Real-time process monitoring is also available: the robot can quickly complete time-
consuming tasks, improve the speed of business processing and ensure the timeliness of data 
processing; 
(3) It can also improve data security: robots reduce errors, provide operation and audit logs, 
meet enterprise data security requirements, and prevent the disclosure of key information; 
(4) Because of its excellent performance and stability, the machine is very popular with 
capitalists.And the industrial age of machine tools and other replacement manual labor, in fact, 
is the same principle; 
(5) It can make part of the compliance and audit work realize "full inspection" instead of 
"random inspection"; 
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(6) The robot process automation technology has a short payback period and can be integrated 
at low cost on the basis of the existing system. 

3. The Disadvantages of Using Financial Robot in Accounting Work 

(1) Financial robot has certain limitations 
Financial robots are only suitable for dealing with large and numerous business processes with 
standard and stable processes that do not need manual intervention at a high enough level of 
company informatization, such as: Standard voucher bookkeeping, expense reimbursement, 
invoice verification, fund payment, and even some standard financial statements, VAT 
deduction (electronic invoice), tax declaration are the strengths of financial robots.These jobs, 
in the context of financial management, are often referred to as operational finance.However, 
for some companies the level of information is not high enough, and the process is not inherent 
steps of the business financial robot is unable to achieve all aspects. 
(2) Financial robots have no experience accumulation 
RPA biggest drawback is, don't think don't work, and RPA can only execute existing curing 
process, the lack of such as pile out the strain capacity of human experience, the use of it to 
follow the original already input system accounting logic and accounting procedures, to cope 
with system exceptions when financial robot task and abnormal pop-up window, it can't be 
independent of the setting, Only manual operation, manual handling and problem solving.And 
according to the current technology, the financial robot cannot achieve the kurtosis of 
reinventing new rules and new models in the short term.At present, it can only deal with 
accounting work with high standardization, high repetition and low added value, which is also 
a major disadvantage of financial robot. 
(3) Financial bots are expensive to maintain 
Human engaged in accounting work has laws to avoid its violation of discipline, effectively 
prevent the violation of professional ethics;Similarly, in order to ensure the security of financial 
information, financial robots also need professional technicians to maintain the system, and the 
maintenance cost is also very high. 

4. Challenges Brought by Financial Robots to the Accounting Industry 

(1) Financial robots have higher efficiency and accuracy than accountants in the face of daily 
accounting processing with high repetitiveness.Financial robots can replace large numbers of 
accountants with their efficiency in handling routine accounting operations. 
(2) It is a trend for large enterprises to use financial robots for the sake of economic benefits.A 
large number of simple and repetitive accounting work is handled by financial robots, which 
will greatly reduce the workload of accountants in large enterprises. 
(3) Large companies with large, repetitive operations will use financial robots to handle simple 
tasks and cut a large number of accountants. 
(4) Financial robots never complain, but their skills make accountants nervous.According to 
authoritative media statistics, domestic enterprises spend more than 80% of their time in 
recording and accounting, acting as the role of "Mr. Accountant", these simple and repetitive 
work can be replaced by financial robots, and robots work hard, do not complain, do not need 
to pay wages, and do not make mistakes. 
(5) Central enterprises, banks have purchased financial robots, the popularity of financial 
robots has become a beacon fire prairie fire. 
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5. Financial Robots Bring Opportunities to the Accounting Industry 

(1) The arrival of financial robots has robbed some jobs of basic accounting talents, but it has 
also created many new jobs, such as robot research and development, operation and 
management personnel, maintenance personnel, publicity personnel, etc. 
(2) Financial robots force accounting personnel to improve their professional quality. In the 
long run, financial robots objectively promote the improvement of the overall professional 
quality of the accounting army. 
(3) Zeng Wei, director of innovation and Entrepreneurship Service Department of Changsha 
General Institute of Intelligent Manufacturing Research, said that financial robots will not 
completely replace the work of traditional accounting personnel at present, and professional 
accounting personnel are still needed for higher-level work such as budgeting, cost control and 
reasonable tax avoidance. 

6. The Overall Impact of Financial Robots on Accounting Practitioners 

There is no doubt that the financial robot into the enterprise has a great impact on the whole 
industry. Of the more than 20 million accounting certificate holders in China, there are more 
than 17 million at the bottom. In addition, the gap of middle and high-end financial talents in 
China has reached below 3 million.The outline of the 13th Five-Year Plan for Accounting Reform 
and Development also clearly points out that the number of middle and senior talents should 
be vigorously developed and the structure of accounting talents should be improved during the 
13th Five-Year Plan. 
In the 2020 National Shortage talent List, accounting talents are listed again.But we know that 
almost every comprehensive university, college has opened the accounting major, obviously 
most of the schools are only training low-end or basic accounting talents, most of the schools 
trained talents only to meet some of the society has been completely replaced by the trend of 
financial robot work business.In other words, although the accounting industry is saturated, 
there is still a shortage of high-end accounting talents.Generally speaking, basic accounting 
talents refer to those operating financial social public, therefore, basic accounting talents in the 
face of accounting industry saturation and financial robot double impact pressure in the 
accounting industry is naturally difficult to progress. 

7. In the Future, Financial Robots are Expected to have a Specific Impact 
on Accounting Positions 

(1)Cashier accounting position 
Pure cashier positions will disappear completely.After the introduction of the financial robot, 
the duties of the cashier position are as follows: account opening, registration and checking of 
cash and bank journal, and cash inventory can be fully automated.The reconciliation of bank 
statements and bank journals and the generation of bank reconciliation statements can also be 
fully automated through bank-enterprise direct linkage, eliminating the need for teller 
positions. 
(2) Accounts receivable and revenue accounting position 
AR accounting will be basically eliminated.Each income is automatically recorded by the 
business department, each customer payment is automatically recorded, and accounts 
receivable aging table is automatically generated at the end of the month. Sales contract ledger 
maintenance and customer information maintenance can also be completely replaced by 
financial robots.The only remaining part may be the handling and collection of risky customers 
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that requires some staff, which many companies now do directly in the sales department. 
(3) Accounting positions payable and procurement. 
AP accounting would be virtually eliminated.For procurement and reimbursement, purchase 
orders, warehousing orders and invoices will be all electronic paperless, and the matching of 
three orders will be completely replaced by financial robots.The registration and verification of 
accounts payable are fully automated, and the accounts payable aging table is automatically 
generated at the end of the month.Supplier master data maintenance will be delegated to 
purchasing department and all business departments.The remaining small number of staff will 
be mainly responsible for payment time control. 
(4) Fixed assets accounting position. 
Fixed assets accounting positions in general standard enterprises will completely 
disappear.Fixed assets contract invoice is completely electronic, financial robot automatic 
entry, number, monthly depreciation, disposal, scrap.Maintenance and renovation will be 
recorded automatically according to the maintenance contract and invoice.The inventory will 
be carried out to the warehouse and all business departments. 
(5) General ledger position. 
General ledger accounting positions will be largely eliminated.Chronological ledger to 
subsidiary ledger to general ledger and then to financial report will be fully automated, ledger 
checking, ledger verification will be completed by the financial robot at the end of the month.A 
more complete reporting system will instantly generate all kinds of reports required by 
management from all dimensions.Nonstandard withholding, amortization, other receivables, 
other payables, and a small portion of nonstandard business consolidation work will remain in 
the general ledger position. 
(6) Tax position. 
Tax accounting jobs will be retained or even expanded.It is expected that tax accounting will 
undergo great changes in the coming decades. All kinds of invoices may realize 100% electronic 
and paperless management, and the post of issuing and sending basic invoices will be 
completely replaced by financial robots.Enterprises will recover a large number of outsourcing 
settlement business to the internal tax department and increase the cost of tax planning. 
(7) Financial sharing center position. 
The financial sharing center will replace the financial departments of all group subsidiaries in 
the short term.So in fact, all the job forecasts above are financial job forecasts in the financial 
sharing center in the future.In the near future, many subsidiaries of large groups will continue 
to have financial analysis and control departments, but the financial reporting departments will 
be completely replaced by financial sharing centers at headquarters. 
(8) Finance treasurer position. 
The Treasury department will be retained and expanded.This department is mainly responsible 
for the group's financing and financing, capital disposal, foreign exchange hedging and other 
businesses. It also connects with the buyer's investment department of the enterprise and 
analyzes the rationality of investment projects. It will gradually become the front desk 
department of the group in the future, and the job popularity of this department will continue 
to rise. 
(9) Financial analysis position. 
Financial analysis jobs will be retained and expanded.Financial analysis positions will be 
located in the group's subsidiaries and in the head office alongside the financial sharing 
center.As a financial analyst, I will connect with the data of various business departments more 
closely, and make more reasonable and efficient budget and cost control.The financial analysis 
department will gradually break away from the scope of finance, and the data mining and data 
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analysis visualization connected with business departments will gradually become the core 
competitiveness of the analysis department. 

8. Accountants Compete with Financial Robots 

The disadvantage of financial robot is the key of how to deal with financial robot.Some of the 
business processes that need to be judged by human beings are basically irreplaceable by 
current financial robots.So, what financial work will be beyond the reach of financial 
robots?Financial management category, in addition to operational finance and business partner 
finance and expert finance.Business partner finance, main responsibilities are to provide 
business financial data and statement analysis for the operation and management of the 
company, support the implementation of high-level strategic decisions, assist to improve sales 
and services of business departments, etc. Common work includes operation analysis, 
performance evaluation, comprehensive budget management and other aspects.Expert finance 
is mainly responsible for the formulation, maintenance and training of financial management 
policies in related fields of the company, such as tax policies, risk management systems, 
Treasury (capital) management, audit management, external relationship maintenance and so 
on. 
Compared with operational finance, business partner finance and expert finance need 
subjective judgment and discrimination and rich experience of practitioners, and are no longer 
repeated in accordance with the inherent process.Therefore, as a condition of financial 
management professionals, to gradually make their work center of gravity and learning center, 
to master the content of the operational business in familiar with turning to business partners, 
financial and financial experts, this aspect can provide higher value for the company's financial 
work, on the other hand you can let your career more enduring, realize personal value. 

9. How Should Accountants Face the Challenges Brought by Financial 
Robots 

(1)Improve yourself comprehensively and promote personal transformation and upgrading 
Comprehensively improve myself, promote personal transformation and upgrading, and 
develop towards high-end, managerial and compound accounting talents.Although accounting 
employment is many, but the real all-round talent only accounts for a small part, and it is this 
account for most of the basic crowd.Shared with the rapid development of information 
technology, financial center, big data applications, such as Internet +, are prompted the us, 
accounting personnel must be from the traditional specification as the core accounting to cost 
management, budget management, performance management, investment and financing 
management in areas such as shift, through the depth of the financial and business integration, 
provide useful information, And to provide risk control for enterprises, encourage accounting 
personnel to change from value participants to value creators, in response to the national 
"accounting reform and development of the 13th Five-Year Plan" proposed requirements. 
(2)Learning accounting knowledge should keep pace with The Times 
Accounting circles have been circulated "accounting knowledge in a bend, three years of a big 
change, a larger reform has taken place of the tax law in 2020, the old system will no longer 
apply to the new system, but the accounting practitioners learning enthusiasm is low, so 
learning accounting knowledge must keep pace with The Times, to keep up with the latest 
accounting standard for business enterprises.We should study all kinds of accounting subjects 
carefully, and focus on learning financial management and intermediate financial accounting, 
because this is the most commonly used and most needed accounting knowledge in 
enterprises.Continuously obtain primary accounting certificate, intermediate accounting 
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certificate, advanced accounting certificate, certified Public Accountant and other certificates 
to improve professional quality and professional judgment ability. 
(3) Improve eq to handle interpersonal relationship flexibly 
Compared with financial robots, human beings have emotion and temperature. Only personal 
comprehensive knowledge system and personal years of working experience can provide 
better development and support for more conscientious enterprises. 
(4) Constantly endow oneself with the functions required by the post 
Demand and supply interact with each other, and the same is true in the talent market. What 
kind of talent the talent market needs, we have to equip ourselves with what kind of talent to 
meet the requirements of the talent market.From the current accounting market, accounting 
personnel should constantly endow themselves with management decision-making ability. 

10. Conclusion 

Accounting work will disappear one day, but financial work will not, because the former is the 
operation level of the job, the latter is the management position, if the management position 
will be replaced by machines one day, it is not far from the era of human being wiped out by 
machines. 
Finally, accounting is an information science endowed with data generation and decision 
support.Will finance robot applied to the accounting work, profound influence on the 
accounting work efficiency and accuracy, and also will help financial personnel to effectively 
utilize these intelligent technology information data gold mine, from this point, it is financial 
robot for the accounting staff future career development created the infinite imaginary 
space.The future financial industry will be the era of "Internet + artificial intelligence + financial 
management". Adapting to change, embracing change and participating in change is the trend 
of The Times.Therefore, as long as accounting practitioners can grasp the opportunity to meet 
the challenges and constantly improve themselves, they can maximize the guarantee that 
financial robot is only a tool for accounting practitioners.It is our ultimate pursuit to make full 
use of financial robot to reduce the burden of accounting staff and improve the efficiency of 
accounting work. 
Even if the financial robot can replace part of the work of financial people, it is just a simple 
repetitive work based on fixed process and fixed logic, which is the simplest and easiest part of 
financial work.Therefore, the professional accounting personnel, or the future competitiveness 
of every workplace person, must be your "irreplaceable. 
The sex ".And this is precisely the professional ability and quality of each of our financial 
personnel, not only we compete with financial robots and others compete with us, but also we 
should establish good "professional knowledge barrier" in the future study and work. 
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